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Abstract. To enable better representations of biomedical argumentation over
collections of research papers, we propose a model and a lightweight ontology
to represent interpersonal, discourse-based, data-driven reasoning. This model is
applied to a collection of scientific documents, to show how it can be applied
in practice. We present three biomedical applications for this work, and suggest
connections with other, existing, ontologies and reasoning tools. Specifically, this
model offers a lightweight way to connect nanopublication-like formal representations to scientific papers written in natural language.
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Introduction

Biological understanding is created by scientists collaboratively working on understanding a (part of a) living system. To contribute knowledge to this collective understanding, biologists perform experiments and draw observational and interpretational
assertions about these models [19]. In the social and linguistic practice of scientific
publishing, the truth value (the confidence in the certainty of a statement), the knowledge source (who stated it) and basis (what was the statement based on) of an assertions
are generally indicated through some linguistic expression of certainty or attribution, a
‘hedge’, of the type ‘These results suggest that [A causes B]’, or ‘Author X implied that
[A causes B]’, or, in case a proposition is presumed true, the unmodulated ‘[A causes
B]’. In this way, biological papers provide explicit truth evaluations of their own and
other authors’ propositions and these evaluations and attributions are a core component
of shared knowledge constructions.
The goal of the present work is to provide a lightweight, formal model of this knowledge value and attribution, to assist current efforts that offer formal representations of
biological knowledge and tie them more directly to the natural language text of scientific papers. Formal knowledge representations (and their corresponding ontologies)
generally consist of statements of the system ‘A causes B’, or ‘A is-a B’, that do not
leave room for doubt, dispute, and disagreement. But if we want to model the process
(as opposed to the final consensus of outcome) of science, we need to trace the heritage of claims. Very often, claims can be traced to interpretations of data – so to model
claim-evidence networks [6,15] we need to allow for links from claims to non-textual

elements such as figures and provenance trails, to trace the attribution of claims to people, organizations, and data processes [8].
Our model is based on an analysis of scientific argumentation from different fields:
linguistics, sentiment analysis and genre studies. We have developed a lightweight ontology, dubbed ‘ORCA’, the Ontology of Reasoning, Certainty and Attribution, for
making RDF representations of the certainty and source of claims. The goal of this
model is to assist and augment other efforts in bioinformatics, discourse representation
and computational linguistics with a lightweight way of representing truth value, basis
and source. In this paper, we present our model and show different scenarios for the
practical application of this work. We provide a brief overview of related projects, and
sketch our thoughts on possible alignments with complementary ongoing efforts.
Following this introduction, in Section 2 we discuss our proposal for representing
the strength and source. Then in Section 3 we discuss related work, followed by some
realistic application areas in Section 4. We conclude the paper with a discussion of next
steps in Section 5.

2
2.1

Our proposal
Model

In science, the strength and source of claims are important. Attribution is particularly
central in science, yet existing models of provenance do not capture some simple, key
distinctions: is the work cited or referred to done by the author or by another person? Is
that work backed by data or by inference? Further, the strength of claims is of particular
concern, especially during the reviewing process. It is common for authors to need to
add qualification to their words, in order to get through the publication process. Even
titles must appropriately indicate this in order to get a paper published. For instance, the
author proposing the title “miRNA-372 and miRNA-373 Are Implicated As Oncogenes
in Testicular Germ Cell Tumors” was instructed to softens the claim by saying that data
is the source, making the (un)certainty of this result clearer. To get the paper published,
it had to be retitled: “A Genetic Screen Implicates miRNA-372 and miRNA-373 As
Oncogenes in Testicular Germ Cell Tumors”.
Following concepts in linguistics and computational linguistics (for a full overview
of literature, see [7]) we identify a hedged or attributed clause as a Proposition P that
is modified by an evaluation E that identifies the truth value and attribution of P. Based
on work in linguistics, genre studies and computational linguistics, we identify a threepart taxonomy of epistemic evaluation and knowledge attribution which covers the most
commonly occurring types of knowledge attribution and evaluation in scientific text, as
shown in the table. This taxonomy is summarized in Figure 1.
From our corpus study [7] it appeared that for all biological statements or ‘bioevents’ [18] a certain value of E (V, B, S) can be found without much difficulty. Linguistic markers for a lack of full certainty (i.e. where Value ¡ 3) include the use of
hedging adverbials and adjectives (‘possibly’, ‘potential’ etc), the use of modal auxiliary verbs (‘might’, ‘could’) and, most frequently, the use of reporting verbs (‘suggest’,
‘imply’, ‘hypothesize’, etc.). As is clear from the examples in Figure 1, the absence or
presence of a single linguistic marker identifies a value in each of the three dimensions:

Concept

Values

Example

Value

0 - Lack of knowledge

The mechanism of action of this system is not known

Basis

1 – Hypothetical: low certainty
We can hypothesize that…
2 – Dubitative: higher likelihood but short
These results suggest that…
of complete certainty
3 – Doxastic: complete certainty, reflecting REST-FS lacks the C-terminal repressor domain that
an accepted, known and/or proven fact.
interacts with CoREST…
R – Reasoning
Therefore, one can argue…

Source

D – Data

These results suggest…

0 – Unidentified
A - Author: Explicit mention of
author/speaker or current paper as source
N - Named external source, either explicitly
or as a reference
IA - Implicit attribution to the author

Studies report that…

NN – Nameless external source
0 – No source of knowledge

Figure 2a shows that…
…several reports have documented this expression [1116,42].
Electrophoretic mobility shift analysis revealed that…
…no eosinophil-specific transcription factors have been
reported…
transcription factors are the final common pathway
driving differentiation

Fig. 1. Taxonomy

– ‘These results suggest’: Value = 2, Source = Author, Basis = Data;
– ‘REST-FS lacks the C-terminal repressor domain that interacts with CoREST’:
Recommended Value = 3, Source = Not specified; Basis = Not specified.
2.2

Ontology

We then model this in a lightweight ontology, ORCA – the Ontology of Reasoning,
Certainty and Attribution. From the taxonomy, we have three core aspects: the source
of knowledge, its basis, and its certainty. Our ontology should allow us to associate
values for each of these. Thus we model them as classes and add associated Object
Properties to add flexibility of expression. Controlled values for the taxonomy (e.g.
“Named External Source”) are represented as instances. Further, we induce an order
on the certainty values, using transitive properties, to make it evident that, e.g. “Hypothetical Knowledge” is less certain than “Dubitative Knowledge”. We considered using
SKOS3 to induce this order; however, skos:broaderThan is not appropriate, and skos
Collections add an unwanted layer of complexity.
A clear application of this work is to support and help underpin the relations between formal knowledge representation such as nanopublications, and scientific text. A
recent paper in Nature Biogenetics argues that
Some argue that the rhetoric in articles is difficult to mine and to represent
in the machine-readable format. Agreed, but frankly, why should we try? All
nanopublications will be linked to their supporting article by its DOI. [17]
We think that adding a layer of epistemic validation with knowledge attribution enables a ‘good enough’ representation of the first level of scientific argumentation: the
3
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statement and citation of claims. “Frankly, we should try” to do this, since this creates a
superior representation of scientific argumentation, and as a bonus, allows us to connect
nanopublications at a much more fine-grained level that merely the DOI of the paper
that contains the statement. By adding a markup that contains the triple representation
of the bioevent, augmented by the ORCA values, an evaluated and traceable network of
knowledge can be created within and between documents, that can be represented and
reasoned with using the same tools and utlilising the RDF-based standards that are currently being developed for other semantic representation projects such as OpenBEL4 ,
OpenPhacts [25], Eagle-I5 , and others.
As an example, in another paper on nanopublications, Clare et al (2011) [5] propose
that the route to a scientific nanopublication can be facilitated by enabling the annotation of scientific notes or blogs at multiple levels of detail. Specifically, the authors
propose that an author annotates a statement such as ‘isoproterenol binds to the Alpha-2
adrenergic receptor’ with a triple, linking the concepts ‘isoproterenol’, ‘Alpha-2 adrenergic receptor’ and ‘binds’ to the CHeBI, UniProt and NCI ontologies, respectively.
Enriching this model, we propose to add an epistemic evaluation to a similar statement: ‘These data demonstrated that [...] isoproterenol modulated the binding characteristics of alpha 2-adrenergic receptors’, which we would represent as follows:
@prefix orca: <http://vocab.deri.ie/orca#> .
"isoproterenol modulates binding characteristics
alpha 2-adrenergic receptors"
orca:hasSource orca:AuthorExplicitly ;
orca:hasBasis orca:Data ;
orca:hasConfidenceLevel orca:DoxasticKnowledge .
This provides a formal representation of the scientifically relevant aspects–the source
of the statement, its basis, and its confidence level; or ORCA could be combined with
annotation ontologies. This opens up new possibilities, beyond existing work, as we
now discuss.
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Related Work

There are a wealth of efforts in various fields that aim to represent the argumentation
of (biomedical) scientific text, which our work builds on and which we hope this little ontology can support. We will only briefly mention efforts pertaining to scientific
discourse efforts and computational linguistics - for a more detailed overview, see [7]).
Semantic Scientific Discourse Regarding semantic scientific discourse work, seminal
efforts by the Knowledge Media Institute led by Buckingham Shum aimed to represent
scientific sense making and offered ScholOnto, a scientific argumentation ontology, see
e.g. [3,13]. In addition to SWAN, Clark et al. and the Annotation Ontology [4] which
4
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aims to capture networks of hypotheses and evidence; this work is currently being combined with work on the Open Annotation framework and experiencing a lively series of
developments to enable the creation of a robustly scalable framework for supporting argumentation modeling on the semantic web. Other efforts include SALT [10,11,9], the
ABCDE format [1], and ontologies such as CiTO [21] are meant to create environments
for authoring and citing specific portions of papers (see also [6] for a summary of these
efforts). We believe our work can complement all of these efforts. ORCA can easily be
used, alone or in combination with annotation ontologies, in order to link evidence to
its source, basis, and confidence level.
Biomedical Informatics Several biomedical informatics systems categorize evidence;
for a review, see [2]. We see the modularity as a key advantage: while the Gene Ontology6 indicates evidence codes for biological inference, these cannot be used without
importing the entire ontology. By contrast, domain ontologies could easily incorporate
a lightweight, modular RDF ontology such as ORCA. Compared to the Evidence Code
Ontology7 , ORCA is more suitable for annotating discourse: for instance, it handles
citations to external sources and explicitly indicates confidence levels.
Computational Linguistics Within computational linguistics a number of efforts have
focused on detecting the key components and salient knowledge claims in scientific
papers, starting with the seminal work of Teufel [22] who developed a system for describing and set of tools to find ‘argumentative zones’ in scientific papers. Separate
efforts to identify epistemically modulated claims and bioevents started with the work
of Light et al [14] among (many) others (e.g. [16,23,24]; for a more complete literature
overview, see [7]).

4

Possible applications

Improving the evidence behind drug product labels Drug product labels represent drugdrug interactions to help practitioners appropriately prescribe and avoid adverse drug
events [2]. Representing the currently known information from the literature is important, yet the certainty of this knowledge varies considerably. Thus, drug-drug interactions are another important use case for ORCA. Information that two drugs interact
should be qualified by an indication of what data backs this finding. The level of certainty is indicated in the literature, and representing this would allow different actions
to be taken as appropriate. For frail patients, even suspected, unverified drug-drug interactions, could be avoided, as ongoing research confirms the circumstances and certainty
of this information. Experimental treatments might accept suspected bad interactions,
up to some higher level of certainty.
Data 2 Semantics Use Case As another potential use case, the Data2Semantics project8
aims to build a semantic infrastructure to connect (and in future, semi-automatically detect and reconstruct) chains linking clinical recommendations to clinical summaries to
6
7
8
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the underlying evidence. Still missing from the lightweight ontology being explored by
this project is a formalization of the strength and attribution of these clinical recommendations offering another possible use of ORCA. Specifically, we imagine adding
an ‘ORCA-layer’ (either during authoring, or post hoc), to the recommendations provided in clinical trials, so that these can be assessed and directly cited from clinical
guidelines. One can then imagine a semantic representation of the clinical finding itself
(augmented with an ORCA-structured clause) that can be automatically mined to prepopulate a proposed set of guideline recommendations, that merely need to be checked
off my an editor, and can be constantly updated.
Enriching semantic search As a further application of our work is to enrich semantic search platforms: systems that allow search and retrieval subject-object-relationship
triples. For instance, MedIE9 is a triple-based search platform that can be used to find
biomedical correlation sentences. But this search does not distinguish between fact and
perhaps-fact – nor between novel information and well-known information. We can
imagine a number of questions a user might want to answer:
–
–
–
–

Give me all completely verified facts about X
Tell me who found out what about X
Show me what X is based on?
Show me all claims which an author says are true, based on their own data. (Such
data-based claim knowledge updates have Value = 2 or 3, Basis = Author, and
Source = Data; they can be found with using state-of-the-art semantic parsing [20].)

By representing information with ORCA, semantic search engines such as MedIE
could provide a better answer to these questions.

5

Next steps for using ORCA

We envision a mixed-initiative approach for applying ORCA to scientific papers. A
text mining system (such as mentioned above) would present an author with a tentative
list of ORCA-enhanced claims, i.e. a list of the bioevents or key claims in a paper
along with a suggested ORCA assignment of the ‘veracity value’ for each claim. The
author (or editor or curator) would then validate both the claim and its ‘veracity value’,
resulting in a set of claims enhanced with ORCA ‘veracity values’. Through concept
networks such as those proposed in nanopublications or systems such as BEL10 articles
can then be connected by and enriched with these knowledge networks.
Thus, we believe that future collaborations between efforts in semantic web technologies, bioinformatics and computational linguistics can help develop a future where
authors can interact with systems that acknowledge and identify their core claims. Similar mixed-initiative systems have already been used to automatically highlight phrases
that could be semantically annotated [12]. In particular, we have taken some preliminary steps to identify ‘Claimed Knowledge Updates’ - a special case of a bioevent that
is claimed by the author and based on data - using state-of-the-art semantic parsing [20].
9
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One potential roadblock to such a system is that, at least at first, the system output
will need to be corrected, which means another step in submission and editing for this
already beleaguered author. Another serious issue is that the current system of providing slightly vague, hedged claims serves a social purpose: authors prefer to think that
they have made many improvements on the state of the art, and as long as they hedge
their statements appropriately, reviewers will let them get away with it. If authors have
to make the validity/strength of the claim explicit at the authoring stage, this might
introduce a precision in applying truth value that makes all parties uncomfortable. In
fact, many reviews mainly concern the degree or strength of the claims made, with the
addition of hedging being a frequent demand.
Yet, given the fact that scientific knowledge continues to grow at a dizzying pace,
it seems inevitable that sooner or later we will need to represent more exact representations of that knowledge across collections of papers. Widespread use of systems for
marking the value, basis, and source of the hedge will help to represent the richness of
this knowledge. And there is no particular reason why this model would be limited to
the life sciences. As a succinct, simple, and interoperable ontology in that can be used
in combination with any RDF-based system, we hope that ORCA can contribute a small
building block to what will prove, undoubtedly, to be a collective effort.
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